Intelligent Insights for Everyone

Intellicus is one of the world’s leading Business Intelligence and Analytics platform. More than
60% of Fortune 500 companies are using Intellicus to build powerful reports and dashboards
with ease.
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Intellicus is packed with distinctive features for all types of users. From administration, to business
users, everyone can use Intellicus as per their roles and responsibilities.

Future Ready BI – We have you covered.
Intellicus comes with a wide array of features that meet all your BI needs.

Canned Standard Reporting

Report Scheduling and Bursting

Design highly formatted, pixel perfect, printable
forms and operational reports. Get contemporary
style of web controls like dynamic data grids and
various charting options for data depiction.

Schedule to auto deliver reports to various
stakeholders. You can distribute reports in different
formats and customize the view for recipients.

Self-serve Ad hoc Reporting

Enterprise Mobility

Our intuitive, drag-and-drop UI enables you to
customize reports according to your business
needs, and derive meaningful insights whenever you
need.

Stay connected with your data anywhere, anytime
with Intellicus mobile BI. You can access your
dashboards & reports at ﬁngertips on any iOS and
Android handheld devices.

High Speed OLAP

Certiﬁed Security

Sub-second, multi-dimensional analytics to let you
explore all your data in a single screen to give a
panoramic view of your business at the speed of
your thought.

Keep and access your data safely with certiﬁed,
anti-theft security. Our multiple layers of security
ensure 100% data protection on all devices.

ETL enabled Metalayer

International Multilingual Support

Join data from multiple systems to bring them into a
single report or dashboard. You can extract and
transform the data from diverse sources- both
modern and traditional for your analytics.

Read your data in the language of your choice. 30+
international languages to choose from. Intellicus
lets you visualize important reports in your own
language without any boundaries.

Our customized BI solutions are an integral part of numerous business enterprises and leading
software products across all industry verticals.

Analytics That Keep You Ahead

Data Science Integration

Analytics of Things

Seamless connection to R and Python Data Science
engines with full access to all Data Science libraries.
Intellicus with Data Science performs machine
learning on your data to deliver powerful predictive
and what-if analytics.

Real time analytics of data coming from multiple
devices. Intellicus helps you unlock the true potential
of IoT by monitoring and analyzing this mass of
data, as it gets created. .

Big Data Analytics

Responsive Dashboards

Connectivity with all the major Big Data platforms.
Intellicus can run Big Data jobs like Pig Jobs, Hive
Jobs, Custom MapReduce Mahout Jobs etc. and
deliver graphical analysis on complex data instantly.

360 degree responsive, actionable dashboards that
let you interact with insights easily. Intellicus
dashboards give you the power to visually analyze
all of your data at one place and navigate into details
smoothly.

Real Time Analytics

Seamless Embedding

Analyze real-time data coming from multiple
sources without any time lag, and monitor
operations as they occur. You can view different
indicators from your live streaming data and extract
valuable insights to make real-time decisions.
smoothly.

Single sign on integration with other applications.
Intellicus provides seamless screen embedding as
well as data integration through an extensive range
of data and controller APIs. You can brand Intellicus
BI with your name, logo and aesthetics.

About Us: Intellicus is one of the world’s leading Business Intelligence and Analytics platforms. More than 60% of
Fortune companies are using Intellicus to build powerful reports and dashboards with ease. Our interactive web and
mobile platforms give users the power to access, view, and interact with corporate data anywhere. With over 50,000
installations worldwide, we are assisting organizations to make better informed decisions.
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